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Horsen let out a proud smile. He could vaguely see Leon’s apprehension and started to feel more confident.

“You’re right! No matter who you are, you’re looking to die if you go against my father!” At that moment, cold laugh was heard.
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Right after that, a young man who was about twenty–three of age led a few subordinates and walked in the

room.

The young man was quite handsome, and he looked quite gentle, but the aura around him was as sharp as a

knife.

Who was he? He was the Southern King’s son, Fane Poole.

“Mister Poole, you came at just the right time!” Horsen looked incredibly happy as he hurried over to show his respect.

“Who are you?” Leon looked over at Fane curiously.

“Brat, listen here. This is the son of the Southern King, Fane Poole!” Horsen said proudly.

“The son of the Southern King?” Leon was shocked.

Everyone else was shocked as well.

“Brat, weren’t you so pleased with yourself just now? Let’s see how arrogant you can be in front of Mister Poole!” Horsen

laughed.

“That…” Leon’s expression soured.

He did not plan on making an enemy of the Southern King, but what he feared appeared. He never would have expected that the

son of the Southern King would suddenly appear here.

If he did not manage things well, and the conflict between them escalated, he would have made an enemy out of someone like

the Southern King for no reason. The results would be disastrous!

“Brat, you were so arrogant just now! Let’s see what you can do now!”

“Your skills are completely below the Southern King’s notice. The Southern King has so many experts under him. If everyone

spat on you, you would drown!”

Horsen was elated when he saw that Leon was silent.

“That’s right. The Southern King is so powerful. It’s useless even if Leon’s skilled at martial arts. Someone ordinary like him

would die if they offended the Southern King!”

“Janice, you should talk to him. Ask him to hurry up and apologize. If he’s sincere enough, this Mister Poole might decide to

spare him.”

Leanne and Horace hurriedly said.

They both knew that Leon was an orphan who had nothing. In terms of money and power, even Theodore could have easily

wiped Leon away, let alone someone as amazing as the son of the Southern King!

If they wanted to kill Leon, it would be easier than killing an ant!

“Auntie is right!”

“Janice, your friend was acting too arrogantly, and he spoke without any thought. Before he offends Mister Poole, you should get

him to apologize!”

“Just make sure he doesn’t drag us down with him!”

Both Mindy and Joey looked very frantic.

Even though Leon was the one to cause all of this, and it had nothing to do with them, they were still tied to Leon in the end.

If Leon ended up angering Fane, they might end up being dragged into it as well!

“I…” Janice was feeling very anxious.

She knew that Leon was very strong, but the Southern King had many subordinates. He was much richer and more powerful

than Leon too!

No matter how strong Leon was, there was no way Leon could go against the Southern King!

If Leon ended up going against Fane, death was certain!

Suddenly, Janice had a face full of worry. She wanted to ask Leon to ask for mercy. However, with things as they were, Leon’s

apology might not even end up doing anything!
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